The role of family therapy in the management of schizophrenia: challenges and solutions
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Abstract: Family interventions for schizophrenia have been amply demonstrated to be effective and are recommended by most of the international clinical guidelines. However, their implementation in the clinical setting as well as in treatment protocols of patients with psychosis has not been fully achieved yet. With the increasing deinstitutionalization of patients, family has begun to assume the role of care performed by psychiatric hospitals, with a high emotional cost for caregivers as well as the recognition of burden experiences. Families have been the substitute in the face of the scarcity of therapeutic, occupational, and residential resources. For this reason, the viability of patients’ care by their families has become a challenge. This article aims to discuss the most important aspects of family interventions, their impact on families, and the most important challenges that need to be overcome in order to achieve well-being and recovery in both patients and caregivers.
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Introduction
Schizophrenia is a serious mental disorder that has a significant impact not only on patients suffering from the disorder but also on their families.1 The end of traditional institutional care within psychiatric hospitals has led to an emphasis on the importance of emotions and affections within the family and the recognition of the high level of burden on relatives. The social and emotional implications for families and patients with schizophrenia are harmful, resulting in impairment of social and occupational functioning.2 From the onset of the disorder, caregivers spend a lot of time worrying about their relatives’ well-being and future care,3 neglecting their own care. The uncertainty about diagnosis, prognosis, and adequate treatment can trigger high levels of anxiety and stress within the family and all this contributes to caregivers burden.4 In addition, families must adjust very quickly to this new role of “informal care”,5 for which they often feel unprepared.6

It is estimated that in Western countries, between 50% and 80% of patients with schizophrenia are in close contact with their relatives and friends.7 When the patients return to the community after an admission or first contact with the mental health services, their relatives are the main support system, even more than the medical staff.8 Muela and Godoy indicated that there is “something in the family interaction that seems to cause a relapse of the patient and seems to influence the course of the disease, instead of being the origin of the same”.9 Following this, it seems reasonable to dedicate research and clinical resources to determine to a greater extent the needs of caregivers in order to improve the family environment and, consequently, the patient’s recovery.
Taking on a caring role is at an important cost for the person, who loses a series of opportunities for his personal and working growth. Thus, the establishment of a psychotic diagnosis often has a negative impact on the social networks of caregivers, rendering them isolated and lonely, with feelings of stigmatization, particularly if their relative has been involved in antisocial behavior. Caring for these patients in the family has a number of consequences: individual social and economic changes known as caring effects. The physical health and mental health of key caregivers have been seen as the most significant factors that determine the level of burden of caregivers.

Deinstitutionalization, urbanization, and the establishment of evidence-based interventions, driven by economic and political factors, are important factors that affect the present and the future of family interventions for schizophrenia. For the purposes of the present article, we will critically discuss how these interventions impact on the quality of life of both patients and their families and what the most important challenges are for the clinical and research community in order to improve the positive impact of these interventions on caregivers.

Impact on families

The main caregiver is the individual, generally a member of the patient’s family, who spends most of his/her time caring for the patient, supplying support, and checking medication and other aspects of the patient’s daily life. Caregivers frequently report feelings of guilt and blame (eg, feeling that they failed to help their relatives soon enough or that they missed key signs and symptoms indicative of the illness). This situation often implies the experience of being overloaded and its incidence rate can be generalized for relatives from different countries; however, the main differences with regards to the experience of burden correspond to better and wider access to sanitary and economic resources available for these caregivers. In third-world countries or in developing countries, economic burden plays an outstanding role in the relatives’ quality of life. The lack or shortage of psychiatrists, day hospitals, and access to pharmacological treatment produce a significant preoccupation in these relatives. The patient’s sex and age do not appear to have an effect on families’ overheads, although educational level may have an influence. Three studies showed that about one-fifth to one-third of the members of the family reported difficulties and distant relations with the rest of the family group because of the existence of mental illness. Some studies on burden have shown that caregivers of psychiatric patients are highly burdened by the task; this burden is both objective and subjective. Objective burden refers to “the symptoms of the caregivers and sociodemographic characteristics, but also to changes in the daily routine, family and social relations, work, leisure and physical health”. On the other hand, the subjective burden would be “the result of subjective discomfort and problems of health”. Studies on family intervention have managed to reduce the burden experienced by these caregivers; nevertheless, psychoeducational interventions are not fully integrated into the treatment in mental health services. This relationship between caregivers and the mental health services would allow the establishment of social support networks, which have been related to a reduction in caregivers’ physical and mental burden.

Therefore, experiencing burden will reduce caregivers’ quality of life. Important studies have shown pathological risk and damage in the quality of life of many caregivers, especially women. The more burden these relatives experience, the worse their quality of life will be. Although there is no consensus in the definition of this concept, the World Health Organization defines it as an individual’s perception of their position in life in the context of the culture and value systems in which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards, and concerns. Thus, the quality of life would be presented as the perceived level of well-being derived from the assessment made by caregivers with regard to various elements in different dimensions of their lives. Decrease in vitality and health (developing depression and anxiety), decrease in interpersonal and social interactions, and even body pain are the results of a low quality of life. However, some variables can increase the caregivers’ perception of quality of life, for example, having social support or getting a job outside the home. Daily activities outside the home imply a certain degree of freedom to the caregivers because they feel they are useful or that they have other functions within the community. This cognitive and emotional “freedom” can increase their level of satisfaction and ameliorate the negative impact of the disorder.

However, not all the literature in relation to the care of psychiatric patients shows negative results in the caregivers. Currently, new lines of research have emerged showing the positive aspects of the experience of caring. Although there is still no clear definition regarding positive caregivers experience, this is related to three main topics. (a) Caregivers’ satisfaction: The definition has changed over the years, but it can be thought of as the result of caregiving experiences that give life “positive flavor”. (b) Caregivers’ gain: This is...
defined as the extent to which the caregiving role is appraised to enhance an individual’s life and be enriching space.51 (c) Caregivers’ experience: This includes the establishment of a good relationship with the patient and positive personal outcomes.45,47 Despite the relative clarity that seems to exist regarding the impact of schizophrenia on family members, it is necessary to consider the customs and traditions of each family group, as it has been found that cultural patterns can identify not only the type of behaviors established with their ill family member but also the burden related to the relationship between them. Therefore, it is suggested that efforts should be made to collect sensitive aspects of the culture of the families, as they can influence for better or worse the ability to cope with the disorder. Therefore, future cross-cultural comparisons are needed.52

Family interventions

Although there is not a unique approach for family interventions, evidence-based family therapies usually include psychoeducation, stress reduction, emotional processing, cognitive reappraisal, and structured problem solving. Intervention consists of a combination of psychotherapeutic strategies for working with the relatives of people who suffer from psychosis, and it aims to develop a collaborative relationship between the family and the treatment team in order to help patients make progress toward recovery.53 Interventions are always delivered by mental health professionals but can differ in theoretical orientation, modality, or length.

More than 50 controlled trials have been conducted to test the efficacy of these kinds of interventions.53,54 Principal findings have proven that family therapy has a positive impact on the patient’s recovery, with a significant reduction in readmission and relapses, as well as an improvement in their social functioning.55 Furthermore, Pilling et al56 found a link between these interventions and adherence to medication. Only a few studies have reported that family interventions improve experience of care and the commitment to the caregiving role.25,57 Although all these studies on family intervention have shown a series of outcome measures, both intervention programs and studies’ goals usually focus mainly on patients rather than caregivers.

Several studies have shown encouraging findings after the application of psychoeducational programs for patients with schizophrenia and their families.6,29–31 A study by Magliano et al noted a clear improvement in the social functioning of caregivers and also their levels of burden, with similar findings in different European countries.32 In addition, some of these intervention programs have been proven effective in increasing caregivers’ perception of self-efficacy and social support, as well as levels of satisfaction.57,58 It is frequently assumed that their beneficial effect is mainly mediated by a positive change in the relatives’ attitudes.59

It has been suggested that psychoeducation should be routinely provided to family members in order to keep them in contact with health services. It has been reported that psychoeducation reduces recurrence and improves adherence to medication received by the patient. It may also be the initial part of a more complex intervention, as would family intervention. Also, it allows the family to increase their knowledge and coping strategies.60

However, once the psychoeducation program is completed, studies show that effective treatment for patients with schizophrenia needs further monitoring and involvement of health professionals because both family and patients will have long-term problems, needing support and strategies to cope with these difficulties, and hence the service to the patient and family should be permanent.61 Negative attitudes toward the patient, such as high levels of expressed emotion (EE) involving criticism, over-involvement, and intrusiveness,62 and the attribution of symptoms to the patient’s willpower have been shown to be related to worse prognosis of the illness. Vaughn and Leff63 showed that patients in families that show a high EE will have more relapses (48%) than in families where the EE is low (6%). Their results also confirmed the protective effect of medication and the presence of reduced social contact in families showing high EE. The isolated fact of belonging to a family with high EE does not guarantee a relapse in a safe patient with schizophrenia; therefore, the consequences of the absence or presence of EE should be analyzed case by case.

Most current research regarding EE has extended to relationships between patients and psychiatric staff; it has been found that professionals who are more likely to be critical of their patients tend to believe that symptoms are within the patient’s control,64 and this could influence the attitude of the family toward the patient.

The results of a study carried out by Carrà et al65 showed that neither the number of previous hospitalizations nor the duration of disease was associated with high EE. This occurred in patients whose psychosocial functioning seemed to have benefited by the previous access to formal education, and it could be considered as a protection factor. This last point reinforces again the need for cross-cultural comparisons about the subjective experience of distress and burden among caregivers, as a target for intervention. The latter is linked to reduced family stress and improved results for
patient treatment. Family intervention may reduce levels of EE in the family, as well as improve the quality of life of both patients and relatives.²

Because of this, current family therapy programs focus not only on providing information about the illness and its management but also on promoting positive attitudes such as empathy and affective support and on changing verbal communications patterns between the family members.⁵⁹ Recently, Kuipers et al proposed a cognitive model of caregiving in which they describe the main types of caregiving relationships in psychosis and the proposed family interventions.⁶⁵ This model is based on caregiving appraisals and affective reactions in psychosis, which lead to a range of caregiver behaviors toward service users and toward mental health services, as well as to different caregiver outcomes. Therefore, these authors suggest that specific interventions should target these appraisals and their maintenance factors in order to improve the therapy outcomes.

In terms of the duration of the intervention, the literature indicates that the best results are obtained after three months of treatment; however, the effects may disappear after a few months if the therapy is not maintained.²⁷-²⁹.⁵⁸ This is how the multidisciplinary care delivered to patients with schizophrenia not only helps to improve their psychiatric symptoms but also decreases the level of burden on the caregivers and promotes the integration of the family in the treatment.⁹

**Future challenges and solutions**

Despite the evidence of data supporting and confirming the importance and validity of family interventions, there are still obstacles to implementing them in the clinical setting. First, attending a family program conveys a series of demands to the caregivers, such as transportation (which also implies money), time, motivation, and energy. Also the stigma can cause relatives to quit.⁶⁶ Another difficulty is the lack of preparation and specific training of therapists. The mental health structures providing this service within a system of mental health care are also altered. Also, several difficulties are associated with the need to understand the culture in which the family and the patient are living. Intercultural approaches could make important contributions to the adaptation of family interventions.⁵² Cost-and-effectiveness criteria also contribute to the scarce implementation because, most of the time, these interventions are estimated as highly expensive. However, they are expensive only if we consider the time needed to implement them. If we compare expenses and savings generated by the decrease of hospitalizations – approximately a third as indicated in most of the studies – they should be considered as a low-cost intervention.⁶⁷

Improvement and adaptation of the already existing therapies are also big challenges for both the clinical and scientific communities. As part of their role, some caregivers experience verbal and physical aggression and approximately one-third of caregivers report reactions indicative of posttraumatic stress disorder.⁶⁸ One consequence of these reactions is adopting some maladaptive confronting styles, such as avoidance. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to identify if these reactions are occurring in any of the members of the family and to adapt and incorporate specific techniques to overcome stress reactions and to improve coping strategies.

Another important area that needs further exploration in terms of the implementation of family interventions is early psychosis. During the early stages of the illness, patients are more likely to be living with their families of origin⁹⁹ and families play a key role in ensuring medication adherence, and the care and well-being of the patient. Nonetheless, this particular period can be challenging for families as they struggle to make sense of the problems faced by their relative, including odd, unusual and embarrassing behaviors that may not always seem related to the illness.⁷⁰ A recent meta-analysis conducted by Bird et al³¹ showed that family interventions in early psychosis significantly reduced relapse and readmission rates. It is very important that services have clear protocols for identifying those in need of family therapy in early psychosis.

Finally, the lack of research on family interventions for relatives of patients suffering from schizophrenia and severe comorbid medical conditions has to be highlighted. Medical comorbidity (eg, hypothyroidism, cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases, or diabetes) is common in schizophrenia and affects the quality of life and delivery of psychiatric and medical services.⁷² Primary care services and mental health services must consider all these comorbid medical conditions when treating schizophrenia patients and educate relatives on both treatment and prevention of these conditions, because they can exacerbate psychotic symptoms.⁷³

**Conclusion**

A change in the opinion and attitudes of many mental health professionals in relation to family therapy is absolutely necessary. An integrated approach is only feasible if professionals work collaboratively and understand that schizophrenia is a mental health disorder that affects multiple areas of the patient and requires a comprehensive approach. This includes a patient’s physical health – because it is well known that there is a relationship between schizophrenia and medical illnesses⁷⁴ – as well as mental health and social services.
Mental health systems should include in their budget training resources for their professionals in order to provide a better service in the near future for both the patient and the caregivers. It is important that mental health services promote the participation of relatives in psychoeducational interventions, helping to build a proper family emotional environment that will benefit the caregivers–patient relationship and will improve the patient’s functioning. Further work is required to identify key mediators of change when delivering family therapy in psychosis and to determine the most effective format and timing of the interventions. Not all families require intensive support or structured interventions, but all families deserve to be offered the opportunity of being informed about the illness and to be provided with any resource that can improve their own and their relatives’ well-being.

The responsibility of implementing family interventions is shared by several actors, where an important role is played not only by researchers and clinicians but also by government authorities of every country, which have the responsibility to meet the demands of health services and to create a fair and democratic society for all. Governments should be an active facilitator to enable these caregivers to have access to financial support to fulfill their role, promoting jobs outside the home by promoting reduced working days and supplying residences with specialized teams to take care of the patient while the relative takes a holiday to maintain a better quality of life. The challenge is established. Scientific knowledge reinforces the fact that better management is necessary to provide these caregivers with the opportunity to lead a healthy and full life.
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